
Sirkka Miiki: 

The Kainuu Culture 

The inhabitants of Kainuu (Fi. kainulaiset, kveenit) and the word »Kainu(u)» itself 

have been the subject of numerous publications. So far, there has been no broader 

consensus on the origin or history of the term or the people referred to. A general 

view, however, is that it refers to one of the lost peoples of the North 1. 

The etymology 

Kustaa Yilkuna searched for the etymology of the term on the basis of artefacts2 . 

Jouko Vahtola3 with reference to Jorma Koivulehto4 held that the word »kainu» is a 

Germanic loan; the original had been hwein meaning »low-lying damp gruond, bog». 

The word whainoo was derived from this and in turn it rendered kainuu. According 

to Vahtola, Ostrobothnia was Kainu because of the low-lying terrain5, as also 
suggested by Yirrankoski somewhat earlier; he saw »kainuu» as signifying the »lost» 

Viking Period population of Southern Ostrobothnia6
. 

The above etymologies can be accepted with slight modification: Kainu = »land 
risen from the water, alluvium». This assumed meaning gives a direct description of 

the Ostrobothnian coast and its land upheaval. »Kainasto», »low-lying, watery 

meadow» is thus related directly to the basic meaning. This Germanic loan must be 

older than a younger loan based on the same root, vainio 7, and if the first loan is

older than the Gothic contacts, the word »kainu» may have referred to pastoralists 
inhabiting the shore meadows of the Gulf of Bothnia or the coastal area in general. 
Apparently the numerous Bronze or Early Iron Age cairns (kustrosen) on both 

shores of the Gulf of Bothnia8 are related to pastoralism in particular. In 

consequence, the word »kainu» need not have originally referred to a certain ethnic 

group. 

Distribution maps usually give occurrences of the word »kainu» without reference 
to the chronological differences of occurrence9

. The earlierst occurrences of the 

word may be the Kai nu -prefix originally in Ka/anti and Ka/ix 10. 

The written sources 

The earliest written reference to the kainus seem to be found in Jordanes 11. An Irish 

manuscript of Jordanes gives the name uinoloth < < (c)aino-thioth 12
. This people is 

mentioned in the logically right connection with the north and together with the 
Finns (i.e. the Lapps). The next known reference is in the addition to Alfred the 
Great's translation of Orosius' world history (c. 900 AD) 13. He mentions with 

reference to Ottar the North Scandinavian terms Cwen-sea, Cwena-land and 
Cwenas. According to Ottar the »kvens» (Fi. Kveenit, kainut) taxed the Lapps. He 

also lists the trade goods of the north, based on hunting. Thus it would not be 
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surpnsmg if the »kainus» or »kvens» had been known already a few centuries 
earlier. In the 11th century Adam of Bremen 14 places the kvens in the » Land of 
Women» mixing the words kvenir anand kvaenir but following the tradition of the 
geographers of antiquity who knew of a legendary land of women 15 . Also in later 
sources Kainuu is referred to as the Land of Women. Adam of Bremen called the 
inhabitants of Norrland skridfinns and he gave the word kven some kind of ready 
translation , whereby there had been an umlaut in the word kainu andin consequence 
it was phonetically connected to the word kvaen , »woman ». In another connection 
he is more precise and gives Hälsingland as the land of the skridfinns. As a 
geographical term Hälsingland meant the whole of Northern Sweden in Medieval 
times, and at was the Swedish rendition of the word kainu , whereby the Gulf of 
Bothnia, Ottar's Cwen-sea was Helsingabotten in Swedish 16 . 

On Adam's information it would thus seem that the name skridfinn refers to the 
Kainu population of Northern Sweden. Adam also states that the skridfinns had had 
their own apostle , the historically known Stenfi (the Staffan of legend?)17 . lt may be 
possible then that Christianity was adopted in the region at about the same time as in 
the Aland Islands, i.e . during the 9th century? For example , the youngest grave finds 
from Lake Hotingjärvi , albeit from the beginning of the I 2th century , are nearly 
completely without artefacts and display an east-north-east orientation; thereby 
possibly Christian 18 . The Lapp hoards of Northern Sweden contain numerous cross 
pendants. Thus material culture gives certain indications of possible Christianity in 
the area, which may have had more of an eastern orientation than a western one. 
However, if the Lapps are meant by the skridfinns then the work of Staffan the 
apostle of Hälsingland may not have been so important 19 . 

The Kvens are also mentioned in many lcelandic sources, e.g. in Torulfs voyage 
over the fells 20 . The information contained in the sagas and in geographical 
references has generally been regarded as reliable . In the sagas the Kvens were 
non-Scandinavians, shamans with knowledge of spells and magic. According to 
Laurosela a slightly later Christian cartographical source mentions » both Kai
nuu-lands » 2 1 . Would thi s mean placing Kainuu on both shores of the Gulf of 
Bothnia? Also Ru ssian sources refer to the Gulf of Bothnia as the Sea of the Kajans 
(Fi. Kajaanien meri) 22 . 

There are numerous place-names beginning with kven in Northern Norway and 
the archaeological finds of the area show contacts with areas of Finnish settlement. 
Thereby there has been a Finnish original population both in Northem Norway and 
Sweden , which were called Kainus or Kvens . They converted relatively early to 
Chri stianity. As stated before , at some stage in history Hälsi ng was the Swedish term 
for the Kainus 23 . Thi s population left behind the Finnish place-names of Northern 
Sweden and Norway 24 as weil as genetical features .25 

The trade connections 

The earliest written references to the Kainuu area and people are from the 6th 
century, part of the most illustriou s period in the hi story of the peoples around the 
Gulf of Bothnia. In the 5th -7th centuries active trade contacts developed with many 
areas and directions . After thi s period trade took an other course as the economic 
rise of Central Asia created a new trading route on the Kama river. 26 lt , is possible , 
though , that the eastern artefacts reached thi s part of Finland through the trade route 
of Northern Lithaunia . The rich material from the 7th and 8th centuries found in the 
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Kyröjoki river region (i ncluding Scandinavian, North Norwegian, eastern and Baltic 
artefacts) gives reason to assume that in the Migration Period, and possibly Jater, this 
area formed the second or »lower» trading route acting as an intermediary and a gate 
to the east as weil as being a part of Kainuu. 27 lt is known that the material from 
north Norway contains artefacts of eastern or Permian origin from the 7th century 
onward, too, and the northern region can be seen as economically independent, 
acting as procurer of furs in the same manner as the Kama river area. At a later stage 
this position is underlined by the intermediary activity of the so-called Bjarmian 
trade. 28 

The position of Southern Ostrobothnia as a centre of trade is also reflected in the 
coin finds ofthe area, two ofwhich have been published. 29 A few coin finds from the 
mid- or late 10th century are known from Northern Sweden, whereas several have 
been found in North Norway. 30 Although it is generally held that Southern 
Ostrobothnia became depopulated at the beginning of the Viking Period,31 this 
theory need not be accepted in the light of artefact finds and especially coins.32 

Northern Sweden 

The ealriest Iron Age finds from Northern Sweden are of Estonian or Baltic origin,33 

displaying contacts with Finnish areas. The earlier place-names of Northern Sweden 
as weil as those of Southern Ostrobothnia are of Finnish origin; there are Finnish 
elements in the gene pool and Finnish settlement is also suggested by Finnish loan 
words in the Swedish Lapp tongue , including the term » kainulainen». 34 If both the 
late Bronze Age and Iron Age population (with Finnish origins as argued above) had 
practiced similar forms of livelihood - and thus chosen similar sites for settlement -
it could have been termed »kainu » for the very same reasons, no matter on which 
side of the Gulf of Bothnia the settlers practised their livelihood. 

The Archeological remains 

The late Iron Age artefacts of Northern Sweden are similar in character to those of 
Northern Finland.35 There are no !arge cemeteries , only a few burial grounds. 
Accordingly there was no village-type settlement. The Viking Period, as also in 
Finland, is reflected by single finds of penannular and tortoise-shaped brooches. 
Finnish-type penannular brooch finds are 10 in number in Norrland - with 70 from 
Lapp hoards . Also axes are another important artefact group. 36 Of these late Iron 
Age find, mainly Crusade Period , a considerable part are so-called Permian or 
Karelian. 37 The North Norwegian finds of the 9th- l Ith centuries reflect the same 
traits; they include eastern, Finnish, »Bjarmian» and »Karelian» artefacts. 38 

The Teuva grave 

An interesting parallel to the North Scandinavian material is provided by a Crusade 
Period grave from Teuva in Southern Ostrobothnia. The material in question 
includes among other things the find of a coat with bell-buttons having parallel in the 
near region , viz . the Fjäderägg grave in Sävar near Umeä .40 The Teuva grave 
contained a pendant that seems tobe of Vepsian type. Pendants with web foot-like 
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NORRLANTILAISIA YASTINEITA LA UTAMÄEN 
ESINEILLE: 

Yepsäläinen linturiipu s. Lykse le , Yalttjä rn (SERNING. Övre 
Norrlands jä rnä lde r , pi. 23: 3: p. 135) 

2 Yepsä läinen hevosriipu s, Yli-Luu laja , Bodforsen (SERNING, 
Övre Norrlands järnä lder , pi. 29: 13, p. 161) 

3 Kulku snap pitakin kulkusia , Sävar, Brotjärn (SERNING. Öv re 
Norrlands järnä lder. pi. 29: 12. p. 150) 
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TEUVAN LAUTAMÄEN na ishau
dan es ine istöä: toinen so ikc ista lilja
kori ste isista kupu raso lji sta, kannatin 
se kä a lku perältää n ve psä lä isel riipuk
se t sekä riipuksena käy tett y va illina i
nen kehäso lki . 

(KM 14498: Mikko Pa lo ni emi , Ri s
tiretkiaj an haul a löytö Teuvalta. SM 
1960 . s. 22-37) 

NORRMAN . Gravarna vid A Abel
vattnet , fig . 7, s . 223. Abel va ttne tin 
(Tärna, Ya psten) toi sen haudan es i
ne istöä: kudontavälineet se kä kan
natin . 



appendants, though not originating in the Kama river area, have been found in both 
Northern Sweden and Norway. 41 A horse-shaped pendant was also found -possibly 
of Vepsian origin. A slightly later·Vepsian horse pendant has been found in Over 
Luleä. These pendants are part of the so-called Karelian female costume. Vepsian 
origin can also be suggested for a circular pendant found in the female burial irt 
Teuva. The pendant was without appending parts and was thus incomplete. There 
are parallels to it i.a. in Lapp hoard finds. 42 Vepsian features are also present in a 
tubular bead pendant. An eastern artefact type is also a pair of oval tortoise 
brooches , with decorative features (lily motifs) indicating originally a Livonian 
type.43 A three-ringed bearer found in the grave is paralleled by a find from the 
Abelvatten Lapp (?) grave from Norrland (no dating possible).44 The bearer was 
apparently used for hanging tools necessary in weaving. The richness of the Teuva 
graves is indicated by the many textiles with penannular brooches and a so-called 
Hansa dish. The male grave seems tobe poorer in artefacts (bell-button coat , scythe 
and an axe(?)). 

The Kainuu culture 

This grave contained all the elements that I regard •the basis of the definition of the 
Late Iron Age archaeological culture of North Scandinavia, Northern Finland and 
Southern Ostrobothnia. This culture will be tentatively termed the Kainuu culture 
although it seems to extend to Late Iron Age Häme. The culture is based on isolated 
habitation and its distinctive features are: 

- imported bronze artefacts - i.e. no indigenous production technology. The 
Lapp hoards in part reflect artefacts used in the Northern area. 

- the material contains a considerable amount of » Vepsian » and so-called 
» Bjarmian» artefacts, that are so numerous that they may indicate a possible 
dependence on Vepsian centres. 

- graves and thereby sites are located singly and usually along rivers; the choice 
of sites may indicate that salmon fishing was the basis of the culture. The culture did 
not locate its sites of habitation at locations suitable for intensive agriculture but 
concentrated on single isolated settlements. 

Salmon fishing was apparently made possibly by a form of agriculture suitable to it 
as weil as the form of dwelling. The dwelling may have been of log framework type 
and agricultural activities of slash-and-burn type . 

The Kainuu culture - a culture of newsettlers 

These criteria can be seen to apply also to East Finland and the Late Iron Age of 
Häme and the distribution of the culture is indicated in part by finds of oval tortoise 
brooches.45 The economic feasability of salmon fishing was apparently influenced by 
the fact that by the 11th century Christianity had taken firm root in Novgorod and 
thus the great demand for fish during fasting periods made it a better article of trade 
than furs. This caused a shift tQ fishing waters that had not been utilized before both 
in the north and elsewhere. lt is possible that the main stress of economic activities 
shifted from West Finland to the north. Slash-and-burn farming permitted settling in 
areas that previously , due to crude agricultural methods, could not have been used. 
In part, also the log framework cabin, used as both dwelling and cattle-shed as weil 
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as barn and sauna, made it possible to inhabit the northern areas. lt is also possible 
that part of the original Finnish population of Northern Sweden, known as Kvens , 
se ttled along the rivers of Northern and Central Ostrobothnia. There is a considera
ble cluster of Kainuu-names in Central Ostrobothnia . The names may indicate the 
border as defined in the Treaty of Pähkinäsaari. According to Laurosela the border 
in question exteds in Northern Sweden to the Skellefte river thus forming the south
ern boundary of the Kainu area. 47 In Northern Finland the coastal areas were less 
favoured by settlement than the rivers. 48 lt can be assumed that when the Kainu 
population in charge of the Lapp trade and taxation of Northern Sweden moved to 
Finland drawn by a new means oflivelihood, new traders, the »pirkkalaiset», moved 
in to fill the gap . Thi s course of events is of course very theoretical and is supported 
only by the indirect indications of linguistic material. 

The term Kainu can be seen as a Germanic name for the Finnish population of the 
alluvial shore meadows of Finland and Northern Sweden at the end of the Bronze 
Age and the beginning of the Iron Age (be they originally local in origin or from 
Estonia). The opposite to this term would thereby have been the häme/saame term , 
suggesting Finns practicing hunting and fishing . The terms reflect the contrast of two 
cultures of a different character - farming-pastoralist and hunting. Later the term 
came to means solely the Finns ofNorthern Scandinavia with the term finn meaning 
Lapp as its opposite . 

The Viking age demand for furs gave the final impulses to the economic 
independance of the North , and later, when the trade route shifted from Courland 
(Kuurinmaa) to Carelia at the beginning of the 10th century, the North developped 
its own culture. The artefacts, however , were produced from the Vepsians , the 
intermediaries of the trade of the Baltic Finns . 

N. B. The artefacts are termed » Vepsian » on the basis of their technology. Bronze 
artefacts with reflections of the filigree technique , and forming a special group of 
their own, are found mainly in the area that lays between Lake Ladoga and White 
Lake , i.e. in the area that was inhabited by the medieaval Vepsians (c.f. note 28). 
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